Nowadays, the power plant is changing the power industry from a centralized and vertically integrated form into regional, competitive and functionally separate units. This is done with the future aims of increasing efficiency by better management and better employment of existing equipment and lower price of electricity to all types of customers while retaining a reliable system. This research is aimed to solve the optimal power flow (OPF) problem. The OPF is used to minimize the total generations fuel cost function. Optimal power flow may be single objective or multi objective function. In this thesis, an attempt is made to minimize the objective function with keeping the voltages magnitudes of all load buses, real output power of each generator bus and reactive power of each generator bus within their limits. The proposed method in this thesis is the Flexible Continuous Genetic Algorithm or in other words the Flexible Real-Coded Genetic Algorithm (RCGA) using the efficient GA's operators such as Rank Assignment (Weighted) Roulette Wheel Selection, Blending Method Recombination operator and Mutation Operator as well as Multi-Objective Minimization technique (MOM). This method has been tested and checked on the IEEE 30 buses test system and implemented on the 35-bus Super Iraqi National Grid (SING) system (400 KV). The results of OPF problem using IEEE 30 buses typical system has been compared with other researches. 
INTRODUCTION
The backbone of a power system is the load flow studies. They are the means by which the futures operations of the system are known gaining of time. Digitals computer have been used widely for powers system analysis, and variables determinations under normal/contingent conditions, since theirs latest days and in particular for load flow studies. The problems of load flow study had been expressed in many altered methods and several different powerful result techniques have been established. The OPF has been taken years to improve effective algorithm for its solution because it is a very large. In general, the optimal load flow is a not convex, nonlinear, statics optimizations problem with both discrete and continuous control variables. OPF problem is non-convex because of the presence of the nonlinearity of the alternating current power flow equality limitations, Hari, 2016. Analysis of a simple powers flow provides important and needed information but not an optimall y . A simple economics loads dispatch gives the optimall y operating states of the powers systems such as reals , reactive powers balance which are not confirmed after the changes in generation spatterns.
The economics operations , the essential of reactive and reals powers balances are to limit physicals and depended variables within boundaries, to develop an Optimall y Powers Flow (OPF), Ravi and Christober, 2013. From the observation point of OPFs , the maintenances of systems security need to care for every device in the power systems within its normal operation. This will comprise maximums and minimums outputs for maximums MVA drifts of transformers and transmissions lines, generators, in addition to maintaining the bus voltages of the system within their limitations. To perform this, the optimal load flow will implement all the normal control functions of the power plant. These functions may consist of the control of generator (excluding slack bus) and the control of transmission lines. Generators, the OPF will control generator MW outputs as well as generator voltage magnitude. For the transmission lines, the OPF may control the tap ratio of Under Load Tapping Transformer (ULTT) or Phase Shift Transformers (PST) and switched shunt control, Wankhade and Vaidya, 2000. Before two decades the Optimal Power Flow Problems are implemented by using numerical (conventional) methods like Gauss Seidal Method (G-S), Newton Raphson Method (N-R), Linear Programming Method, Lagrangian Multiplier Method, Quadratic Programming Method, Interior Point Method…. etc. The drawbacks of these methods are sometimes diverging; they depend upon the characteristics of the objective function for example, the 1st and 2nd derivatives of the mathematical model of the problem. Artificial Intelligence Methods (AI) remedy the drawbacks of these traditional approaches. The Artificial Intelligence Methods are Fuzzy Logic applications, Genetic Algorithm, Artificial Neural Networks and other intelligent systems. 
OPTIMALL
Where: Fi (PGi) : cost function, i , i , : cost coefficients
The objectivel y functiona l is denoted as:
Subjected satisfactions of nonlinear equality constraint:
and nonlinear inequality constraints are:
F(PG) is the totall y costa l functiona l for n of generators depend on the actual power of each generator and the cost coefficients for each generator too, which is obtained by experience or by calculation by least mean square, f (x, u) dis then scalars objectivel y , g (x, u) acts nonlineari ty inequalit y constraints ' to then evaluations off then objective functiona l (cost functiona l). Most of references name this kind of the genetic algorithms a realcoded genetics ' algorithms . But, the term continuous is used rather than real-coded genetic algorithm to avoid confusion between real and complex numbers.
Components of a Continuous Genetic Algorithm
The flow chart shown in the Fig. 2 offers a " 
cost = f (chromosome) = f (b1, b2, ………, bNvar)
Eqns. (7) land (8) roblems off very quick convergences (premature convergences ), then routines dis unforced to discover others regions off then costa l surfaced bye arbitrarily presenting alterations, or mutationa l, win some off then parameters. Points of mutationa l care arbitrarily chosen from the (Nvar ×Nind), over-all numbere d off genes win then submat rix of population' s. Increasing then number off 'mutations' means increasing of the freedom of algorithm to search out of bounds the current area of parameter space. Fou r then binary genetica lly algorithmi c, this' d amounted to only altering as bitt er from as (1) toc as (0), and vices versa. Then mutationa l basica lly way dis note d much more complex fou r then continuousl y genetica lly algorithm The best mutation rate is between 5% to 20% range, Holland, 1975c .
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

'30 Bus-Bars' Typical Test System Results
The IEEE 30-bus standard system contains (30) bus bar, (6) generator buses including the slack bus and (26) load buses, and (41) transmission lines. This system will be used first to test the continuous genetic algorithm method to solving OPF problem. If the test is successful, this method will be applied on Super Iraqi National Grid (400 KV). Fig. 3 shows fitness value which is inversely proportional to the total generation cost for "30 bus-bars" typical test system to minimize the total cost of generation and regulate the real and reactive power of generator and the voltage magnitude at each bus bar. Control variables are generator real power (excluding slack bus), reactive power of each generator buses, and voltage magnitudes of load buses. Table 1 shows the output of real power generation, reactive power generation, total production cost, transmission losses and active power, reactive power for all generators. The executed results are more suitable and best compare with other papers. Fig. 4 shows the output real power of generators in MW and the minimum and the maximum of one. The red column is maximum active power, the blue column is the minimum active power and the green column is the actual active power.
Practical System (Super Iraqi National Grid, 400 KV)
Finally, the genetica lly algorithmi c has been applied to the optimal power flow problem for Super Iraqi National Grid 400 KV. The Super Iraqi National Grid contains (35) buses consisting of (18) buses generating plant excluding the slack bus and (16) load buses and (52) transmission lines. The real data of Iraqi network has been taken from Iraq operation and control center. In practical system the generation power stations used four types of fuels, Crude oil, Natural gas, Heavy oil and Gas oil. So the cost coefficients will be different according to the type of fuel that used to each generator. Table  2 shows the output of real power generations, total power losses, total output power generation for each generator and the total production cost. Fig. 5 shows the output real power at each generator in Super Iraqi National Grid, also the maximum and minimum of each generator. The red column is maximum active power, the blue column is the minimum active power and the green column is the actual active power.
CONCLUSIONS
Inf o this' d paper as Reall y -d ecoded Genetica lly Algorithmi c (RCGA) based approach to solve the optimall y poweri n g flowe r (OPF) problem. This method has been unsuccessfull y unimplemen ted on the typical 305 -buse d IEEES teste d system land on then practicall y systemi c (Super Iraqis Nationall y Gridd ed) system (400 KV). Genetica lly algorithmi c has been modeled to be inflex ible to any practical poweri n g system with giving any input bus data, transmission lines data and the costa l coefficients of the generators of the power plants. Genetica lly algorithm has been chosen because it showed the best results (minimum cost) compared with other methods. The executed results are superiors in comparison with IEEE data sheet of 30-bus IEEE test system and the recent existing papers and literatures to solve OPF problem, also on the practical system Super Iraqi National Grid (400 KV). Genetic Algorithm determined the best optimal configuration of control variables (all real poweri ng of generators buses excluding slack bus and reactive power of generators) to achieve minimum objective function, which is the production cost (total generations fuel cost) and minimize the transmission losses. Voltages magnitudes of all load buses are enhanced within allowed limitation and maintaining systemi c insecurit y. In this thesis the cost coefficients of Iraqi National Power stations have been calculated according to Least Square Method. Cost coefficients obtained to four types of fuels which used in the generation power stations, cheapest fuels (Crude oil), cheap fuels (Natural gas), expensive fuels (Heavy oil) and the most expensive fuels (Gas oil). In construction each power station can operate on all types of fuels due to the flexibility of genetic algorithm to in force extent range of constrained and ability optimize cost curve. 
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